Abstract
Introduction
The personal computers have become popular to schools and homes widely. The most personal computers are connected by a high-speed network mutually. In an actual education a network-based eLearning system becomes popular. An e-Learning server may have facilities such as user identification or file sharing in the network-based environment.
However, it is difficult for teachers to know the learning state of students through each personal computer connected by a high-speed network. Without the detailed information of the students' achievement, it is difficult for the teachers to perform an appropriate guidance depending on the students' learning level. Therefore, the state of the students is important and required for suitable guidance. The education-support system, which provides teachers the student-achievement information, helps them in their teaching plan or the appropriate guidance.
The concept of problem solving environment (PSE) was proposed to support the programming activity and also to provide integrated human-friendly computational facilities in e-Sciences and eobtained from the operation information of the student through the OS with a resident software working on the personal computer of each student. The second part ( Fig. 1(b) ) is the education support server, that collects the data, which each student agent obtains via the network.
The third part (Figure 1(c) ) is the database system. The database system stores the student profile data, the student personal data, the curriculum data and the teacher's personal data. The fourth part (Figure 1(d) ) is the web server displaying the information stored in the database. The web server (Servlet system) provides an interface to the TSUNA-TASTE handling. 
Agent for Student
The agent for each student resides on the memory of the personal computer of the student and performs the following three operations. Figure 2 shows the internal structure of the agent for student. Firstly the agent exchanges the messages with the education support server. The education support server transmits the messages to each agent. The student agent analyzes the messages, and obtains the process priority and the start time of the process described in the messages. The agent stores the message data in its task table (see Fig. 2 ). Secondly the agent manages the module program execution based on the task table. The module programs are small-size programs, which retrieve and output the student personal data from the student computers. Table 1 shows a list of the module programs. The student personal data includes the achievement data, the operation data, the active window names and the process names. The third operation is a job to send back the data, which each module program collects, to the education support server. The module programs obtain the information of the student personal data from the OS of the student PCs. The module programs are implemented in the C++ language.
The module collects information about the student, but it does not store the raw data for security. It converts the raw data into statistics data. The transmission data are encoded and transfed. Furthermore, the personal information is not included in the data transmitted to the server. Thus, this system is robust for the electronic eavesdropping of data. 
Education Support Server
The education support server receives the operation data of the students through the student agent, and transmits the teacher's instructions to the students through the student agent. The education support server marks the students' absence, and identifies the students and their PCs. The education support server sends the messages of the data process demand to the agent of the student, and transmits the student personal data to the database server. The education support server also retrieves the student personal data requested by the teachers through the WWW server, and sends them back to the WWW server (see Figure 1(d) ) in the TSUNA-TASTE. The education support server is built in the Java language.
Database Server
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The data, which the education support server receives, are stored in the database. The database includes the private information of each student and teacher. The data contains the private information such as college register numbers, mail addresses and so on. These unchanged data are stored in the database together with the temporal data like the site of the student PCs.
The server can receive the data from about 120 personal computers at the same time. We built the database system based on the PostgreSQL[13]. The database system and the education support system are connected by JDBC(Java Database Connectivity) [14] . The data base structure is shown in Figure 3 . 
Web Server System
The web server system provides the user interface of the TSUNA-TASTE system. The teachers can obtain the state data of the students from the web system. The web server system presents the student achievement data, the learning progress and error occurrences situation during the programming exercises. The web system also provides an input interface to control the action of the TSUNA-TASTE: Through the web system, teachers can send a data gathering command, monitor the students' present usage of applications, and kill the unnecessary application processes on the students' PCs.
The web server is constructed with the apache software and the Tomcat software [15] . The web screen is shown in Figs. 4, 5 and 6.
Application of TSUNA-TASTE to a programming instruction
The TSUNA-TASTE is applied to a series of programming instruction/educations. Exercises are very important in the programming learning, and the students need appropriate instructions when compile/execution errors come out. It is difficult for beginners to find out the meaning of the error messages. Therefore, it is necessary to support or advise the beginner students to obtain the error message meanings. Therefore, the system collects all the compilation information that students had. We investigated what kind of error messages happened frequently. The TSUNA-TASTE system collects the compilation messages of the student in real time and accumulates them in the database.
An Education-Support PSE System: TSUNA-TASTE Takayuki TERAMOTO, Tadashi OKADA, Shigeo KAWATA The collected compilation data consist of date, host name, user name, file name and compilation message character strings. We tried to find a relation between error messages and programming skill of the students.
Compile error messages
We collected the compile errors in Tsuyama technical college. We obtained the data in an exercise class of the C language for a class (40 students). The students started the learning of the C language in April. We retrieved the data of this class from the database. Error Codes and count of the errors are shown in Table 2 . There are many compile error counts in April and May in comparison with other months. Here we analyze the data of June and December. We understood that there was no outstanding difference with the total number of errors in Table 3 between the initial stage of the learning and the middle stage.
However, at the beginning of June the error code of E2040 was the major error, though the error code of E2194 became significant in December. This is caused by the change of the learning content. The compile codes and error descriptions are presented in Table 4 . 
Student personal data on compile time
An Education-Support PSE System: TSUNA-TASTE Takayuki TERAMOTO, Tadashi OKADA, Shigeo KAWATA It is also important to obtain the personal data of each student for a further education. Therefore, we analyze compile errors of each student. Table 5 shows distributions of the compile errors of the user A and the user B.
A programming skill of the student A is high. Although the student A made many errors, the student A does not repeat the same error seriously. The programming skill of the student B is low. The student B made a lot of elementary errors. The student B may not understand the meanings of the compile errors well. Additionally, the teachers can guess that the student B does not understand the file structure. From these analyses the teachers can obtain hints for the student guidance. 
Student personal data on keyboard performance
The TSUNA-TASTE system also collects the operation data of the key board and the mouse usage of the students. We show the relation between typing speed and the time of a key pushing-down of two students in Figure 7 . The Student A is an entry level user of the programming. The typing speed of the keyboard is fast, but a time of the key pushing-down is considerably scattered. In comparison with the student A, the student B is good at programming. The time of the key pushing-down is approximately constant. As shown in this example, we may guess the proficiency of the student from operation hysteresis of the keyboard. The standard deviation of the key pushing-down time is 20.34 for the student A. It is 12.26 for the student B. 
Conclusions
In this paper we presented the function and the structure of the education support system TSUNA-TASTE, which monitors the learning processes of the students. The TSUNA-TASTE PSE gathers the students' real time data from their computer operations, and analyzes the data obtained. From the database the TSUNA-TASTE PSE extracts the important characteristics for individual student and for a class. The TSUNA-TASTE may open a new helpful e-Learning world.
We used this system for the programming instruction of the C language. It was shown that a learning state and the skill of the student could be measured from the distribution of the compile errors. The test data presented that the TSUNA-TASTE PSE may open a new computer-assisted education support world.
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